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Abstract—Whereas there has been a great deal of empirical and
theoretical work into ATM automation in relation to reliability
and traffic complexity, much less has been done in the area of
similarities and differences between human-machine interaction
and human-human interaction. Paradoxically, this could in the
future become the most critical issue of all, as mismatches
between human and machine could threaten acceptance of
advanced automation. Through a series of human-in-the-loop
simulations, the work described in this paper examined the
interacting effects of air traffic complexity and strategic
conformance, i.e., the fit between human and machine strategies,
on automation acceptance in a conflict detection and resolution
task. An experiment with 16 professional air traffic controllers
showed that strategic conformance is a potentially important
construct in human-automation interaction. Conformal
resolution advisories were more accepted, led to higher controller
agreement, and also reduced response time to proposed
automated advisories. The results also indicated, however, that
participants disagreed with conformal advisories in close to one
quarter of the time. This might be evidence of “dispositional”
automation bias, a reluctance to use automation under any
circumstance.
Keywordsautomation, acceptance, strategic conformance,
decision aiding, SESAR, complexity, air traffic

I.

INTRODUCTION

Future Air Traffic Management (ATM) will have to rely
on more, and increasingly sophisticated, automation to
accommodate predicted air traffic. This entails automation
growth in terms of types of tasks it can perform, and the level
of authority and autonomy it can assume. What we do not yet
fully appreciate is how to achieve this growth in automation,
let alone which philosophical path to pursue. Should we opt
for a completely automated ATM system that replaces human
control? Or should the human retain some sort of final
authority? This has been a central question in the SESAR
Work Package E (WP-E), Long-Term and Innovative
Research program. Whereas the scope of SESAR is built on a
human-centred philosophy, where the human constitutes the
core of the ATM system, the human role in the future ATM
system is not necessarily as central. The HALA! research
network, itself a progeny of WP-E purposed to specifically
address ATM and automation, suggests a system-centred
philosophy. In this view, neither the human nor automation is
given full authority. Instead, human and automation are
designed to cooperate for the best of the ATM system [1]. But

achieving true and successful teamwork between humans and
automation, corresponding to that of human-human teamwork,
is not easy. Klein et al [2] outlined ten challenges for
successfully creating human-automation teams that satisfy the
basic requirements of joint activity central for teamwork. A
key characteristic of these challenges is the requirement for
automation to better acknowledge and respond to individual
differences. If automation fails to meet the needs and
expectations of the human team member the team’s
performance may suffer as human acceptance and trust in
automation decline.
Studies across various domains have shown that user
acceptance of automation decreases when the authority of
decision-making automation increases [3][4]. Research has
also shown that the predominantly algorithmic approaches to
automation seldom fit well with the more heuristic processes
employed by humans. For example, in their exhaustive survey
of conflict detection and resolution (CD&R) modelling
methods, [5] concluded that CD&R automation correlates
poorly with how controllers prefer to work. Bekier, et al. [6]
suggested that there is a “tipping point” for any automated
tool, above which controller acceptance of that tool quickly
drops. Consequently, low user acceptance of an automated
tool may lead to disuse (and abuse) of that tool which could
severely undermine the intended safety and performance
benefits of the tool [4].
The Multidimensional Framework for Advanced SESAR
Automation (MUFASA) project argued that strategic
conformance (i.e. the fit between the individual human and
machine strategy) is essential for acceptance of decision
support systems. It was hypothesized that a controller would
more readily accept machine advice if the machine “thought”
and “behaved” like the controller himself. This paper intends
to answer the following questions: are controllers more likely
to accept automated advisories when the advisory mimics their
own solution? Will acceptance of automation vary with air
traffic complexity, regardless of strategic conformance? Will
workload increase with non-conformal resolution advisories?
Does response time vary with strategic conformance of the
advisory?
The next section expands on the notion of acceptance,
providing a brief overview of the existing literature (sections
II and III) and its implications for the research objectives of
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MUFASA (section IV), namely using the human as a template
for automation design. Sections V, VI and VII deal with the
experimental design, results, and discussion, respectively, of
the final large human-in-the-loop experiment in the MUFASA
project. Section VIII concludes with implications for future
research.
II.

ACCEPTANCE RESEARCH

Of pivotal importance for the future ATM system, is that
the technologies developed are adopted and used by the enduser it intends to benefit and support. This requirement is so
obvious, yet so often seems to be forgotten. Perhaps it can be
attributed to the variety of approaches used, and the lack of
clear and good frameworks translating theory to practice.
Although acceptance and usage behaviour in relation to
technology has been researched broadly across research
communities, both interaction and knowledge transfer across
communities have been sparse [7]. In general, acceptance
research can be divided into three main approaches:
•

Innovation-diffusion theory (IDT)
psychology, communication studies

•

Acceptance research – information systems (IS)

•

Usability research and human-machine interaction –
cognitive ergonomics (CE)

–

sociology,

The relevance and contribution of these research
approaches for the purpose of this paper will be discussed in
order.
A. Innovation-diffusion theory
The innovation-diffusion theory (IDT) is considered one of
the oldest and most influential theories in sociology and
psychology research devoted to explaining why only a few
innovations (i.e. ideas, practices or items) gain widespread
adoption in a population while the majority of innovations fail.
As such, IDT provides a model describing a generalised
adoption process, typically with the individual adopter in
focus, although complementary models have been developed
extending the scope of IDT to, for example, organisations [8].
Different characteristics of the innovation and user are
believed to influence the rate of the adoption process.
Although innovation as a term is not limited to technological
applications, IDT research has almost exclusively focused on
technologies as the innovation. In IDT, one of the most
influential characteristics of an innovation affecting adoption
is compatibility [9]. Compatibility addresses how user
perceived similarities between the technology and user
influence acceptance and adoption. Aspects of compatibility
are related to the values and norms of the user, similarities
with previous technology used, and compatibility with user
needs. As the early researchers of IDT were anthropologists,
its methods and approaches have been much influenced by
those used by anthropologists, such as qualitative immersion
methods utilizing observations, interviews, case studies and
field studies [8].

B. Acceptance models
In the IS community, several acceptance models have been
proposed addressing this willingness or intent to use (see [10]
for an overview). Compared to IDT, which addresses
acceptance at a higher level with a focus on issues of social
diffusion, these acceptance models concentrate more directly
on determinants and importance of user acceptance. Next to
the IDT model, the IS community has developed the other
predominantly used model addressing technology acceptance.
The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) relies on two
parameters: the perceived usefulness (PU) of the technology,
and the perceived ease of use (PEOU), which combined
predicts behavioural intention to use (BI) and actual use [11].
The model focuses largely on measures of user psychological
characteristics and technological characteristics for facilitating
acceptance. Normally the methodology relies on
questionnaires where the user responds to a series of
statements. The variance in acceptance is derived through
regression analysis of the underlying factors identified. TAM
has been extensively adopted in a variety of domains,
providing consistent and reliable results on technology
acceptance. Over the years, researchers have modified the
TAM for their specific purposes. Recently the TAM was
synthesised with research on human-machine interaction to
create the Automation Acceptance Model (AAM) [12]. Using
the same architecture as the TAM model, [12] added factors of
compatibility and trust. Influenced by IDT, compatibility in
the AAM refers to how similarities between the automation
and user’s past experience can support acceptance. The
contribution of trust has not been given much credit in TAM
or other IS-originated models, but is considered a key
characteristic of acceptance in human-machine interaction
research. Importantly, AAM addresses the dynamic nature of
acceptance, highlighting the importance of feedback
mechanisms.
C. Usability research and human-machine interaction
In contrast to methods originated in the IS community
which provide little guidance to system design, the CE
community has provided methods offering a closer link
between theory and practice. Acceptance research in the CE
community has long focused around the paradigm of usercentred technology. An important derivative therefrom is the
concept of usability [13], and the assumption that more usable
technology will be more readily accepted. However, as Dillon
and Morris [7] note, although acceptance and usability are
linked, they are not equivalent. Usability research has not
addressed the concept of acceptance and adoption explicitly,
rather made the assumption that usability is a prerequisite of
acceptance. Further research is however needed to clarify the
relationship between usability and acceptance. Usability
research tends to focus on technology such as consumer
products, computer software, and office applications.
Common methods are user participation, focus groups, and
rapid iterative interface development. These methods typically
do not address the requirements for technology used in more
complex and dynamic environments, such as ATM.
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To address the challenges of acceptance in human-machine
interaction within such high-risk organisations as ATM, the
CE community has focused on issues related to the influence
of levels of automation [12]. Controller attitudes toward new
automation with higher authority have been identified as a key
factor in how successfully we will be able to introduce new
automation in the future. One critical challenge in designing
automation, particularly if that automation is capable of offering
strategic advice, is how to ensure that users will trust the system
enough to use it, yet remain discriminating and effective [14].
An operator’s trust, it seems, must be calibrated to the
automation. The issue of automation trust has been studied for
years, in fields such as medicine, ATM, combat identification,
uninhabited aerial operations and others. Much of this work was
built on the notion of human-to-human trust [14]. Trust is
related to acceptance of automation, but is generally
considered distinct. Both trust and acceptance are also
intertwined with automation usage, and trust is seen as one of
the key determinants of whether a human operator will choose
to use optional automation [4]. As a means to address
acceptance and trust issues in automation, researchers have
suggested that human-automation interaction should be
modelled on human-human interaction. This area of research
is briefly reviewed next.
III.

THE HUMAN TEMPLATE

The Computers Are Social Actors (CASA) research
provided evidence that humans interact socially with
computers (think household computer of the mid 90s) similar
to how they interact with other humans [15][16]. Beyond
simple computers, [17] showed that more complex machines,
characteristic of automation used in high-risk environments,
adhering to human social “rules” (defined as etiquette) have
significant positive effects on both performance and trust. In a
review on trust, both human-human and human-machine, [18]
argued that "automation users would benefit if machines were
designed to incorporate characteristics of humanness that
would, in turn, elicit social responses from the human user."
(pp. 295). The human response described is more commonly
known as anthropomorphism (i.e. a conscious process at
which a human attributes human characteristics on a nonhuman item). Kiesler et al. [19] showed that participants
anthropomorphised more with a humanoid robot than a robotlike agent. In a social interaction task, the humanoid robot was
engaged with more (measured in minutes of interaction), liked
better, and considered more lifelike. Waytz et al. [20]
demonstrated that the effect of anthropomorphism is important
for granting responsibility and developing trust in an agent,
the affordance of moral care and concern to the agent, and
extent to which the agent influences oneself.
Research has also challenged the premise that humanautomation interaction should be modelled after humanhuman interaction. In a series of studies involving a visual
detection task [21][22], it was shown that initial trust in a
decision support aid tends to be higher than trust in humans
because of preconceived expectations that the automation aid
will perform "perfectly." This positive bias toward automation

makes operators more sensitive to errors made by the
automation, which can cause large drops in trust and use,
leading to disuse. Madhavan and Wiegmann [23] showed that,
even when an automated advisory behaves like a human
advisor, user perceptions of the two are not equal, and trust
and reliance in automated advisors and human advisors varies.
In their study, perceived reliability, trust and acceptance of the
advisor depended on the perceived expertise of the advisor.
They concluded that humans are judged more by subjective
traits, whereas automation is judged more by its performance.
The description of human-automation cooperation as
teamwork has recently stirred up a debate regarding whether
automation can actually function as a teammate. Groom and
Nass [24] argue that the “team” label implies expectations and
qualities that automation, and specifically robots, are unable to
meet, resulting in a negative response from the human when
these expectations and qualities are not met. Instead, research
should aim for a human-automation organizational structure
that recognizes and better utilizes the different unique qualities
and abilities of humans and machines. Others disagree,
arguing that the capability of automation to take initiative and
delegate orders qualifies automation as a team member
[25][26]. While we leave this debate open, we acknowledge
that indeed, we do not yet know how to create automation as
creative, adaptive and innovative as a human. Until that day,
there will always be differences between human-automation
and human-human collaboration. But what if automation
could equal human innovativeness and creativity in decision
making? Would controllers accept such automation? This
question is what inspired the MUFASA project.
IV.

THE MUFASA ACCEPTANCE MODEL

IDT research has received little, if any, attention in ATM.
This is unfortunate but not surprising given how IDT has
developed and been applied throughout the years. In contrast
to contexts of predominant IDT research, ATM is a high-risk
organisation characterised by complexity and a highly
dynamic environment. The technologies used are advanced
and characterised as highly coupled open systems. Controllers
are highly specialised and experts at their work. IDT,
however, generally focuses on the novice public and closedsystem technologies. Acceptance research as defined in the IS
community has predominantly focused on the intention to use,
and not actual usage, although notable exceptions exist [10].
However, we know that determinants for intentions to use
often do not translate well to determinants of actual use (e.g.
[22][23]). Further, approaches such as TAM do not address
characteristics of acceptance unique to ATM, and they do not
provide a clear link between theory and design. Usability
approaches provide a clear link between theory and practice
but do not adequately address acceptance. While the CE
community has implied use and acceptance by studying
unique aspects of ATM, such as complexity, levels of
automation, and trust, it has not explicitly studied acceptance,
nor provided an explanatory model.
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The purpose of our study was to examine how the
similarity between decision making processes of the human
and automation influences acceptance of an advisory from a
decision support system. Although none of the reviewed
acceptance approaches fully satisfies the purposes of
MUFASA, aspects of each have been influential in the
development of an acceptance model suitable for our study.
Both the IS and CE communities have devoted considerable
effort into researching acceptance, but done so independently.
Recognising the potential benefits of combining the two, [12]
proposed the AAM. This model however does not address
ATM specifically and is more intended for consumer products.
Our model of technology acceptance draws on both views. It
incorporates the unique aspects of trust, level of automation,
and complexity found to influence acceptance in ATM. From
IDT and the approaches developed by the IS community the
notion of compatibility is relevant. But the compatibility
construct does not explicitly consider similarities in decisionmaking strategies. Influenced by the compatibility construct,
and research on similarities between human-machine and
human-human interaction, we derived the notion of strategic
conformance, i.e., the extent to which automation’s
performance and underlying processes are similar to those of
the human. In two important ways, this paper extends previous
research that has explored how human characteristics
superimposed on automation affect acceptance, trust, and
performance. First, strategic conformance is unique in that it
explores the apparent similarities between automation and
human decision making processes underlying behaviour.
Previous research has been limited to studying overt
similarities between automation and human behaviour and
communication. Second, strategic conformance addresses
specific individual behaviour in contrast to general applicable
human behaviour according to cultural norms.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

The method applied in this paper for studying strategic
conformance involves presenting controllers, through means
of a decision support system, unrecognisable replays of either
their own solution (i.e., a conformal) or a colleague’s different
solution (i.e., non-conformal) to a series of pending aircraft
separation conflicts. The process of identifying conformal and
non-conformal solutions consisted of comparing one
controller’s solution to a conflict with all the other controllers’
solutions to the same conflict. The degree of conformance was
then determined using a scale. A conformal advisory was
qualified in terms of aircraft choice, clearance type (e.g.,
heading change only), and clearance direction (e.g., heading
change to the left). A non-conformal solution therefore always
featured a different aircraft choice and/or clearance type and
direction.
Controllers were instructed that all conflict resolution
advisories were generated by automation. Assuming
controllers remain consistent in their solution choice over
time, this allows us to experimentally manipulate strategic
conformance between human and (simulated) machine
solutions. Note that by replaying human actions we are in fact

simulating automation capable of providing conflict
resolutions of the same calibre as a human controller would be
able. This replay procedure is inspired by one used many years
ago, with which it was shown that operators might be more
likely to find fault in automation than in themselves, even
when “automation” is an unrecognisable replay of their own
performance [27].
We conducted a series of two human-in-the-loop Air
Traffic Control (ATC) simulations of increasing automation
authority. The first simulation series, considered to be a
prequel to the main conformance experiment, was designed to
capture controllers’ manual performance in maintaining safe
separations between aircraft. Air Traffic controllers needed to
use an advanced separation assistance tool, the Solution Space
Diagram (SSD) developed by Delft University of Technology
(Figure 1), to vector aircraft and solve conflicts by issuing
speed and/or heading clearances to aircraft [28]. In its most
succinct form, the SSD is a tactical decision-support tool that
visualizes ‘go’ and ‘no-go’ areas on a circular heading ring
around an aircraft. When vectoring an aircraft into a ‘go’ area,
it will remain free of conflict with all other aircraft and a loss
of separation will essentially never occur. In the second
simulation series, i.e., the conformance experiment, the
controller solutions (and those of their colleagues) to specific
conflicts were replayed as automation advisories and plotted
within the SSD, after which the controller could either accept
or reject the advisory. By plotting the advisory within the SSD
controllers could always inspect the validity of the advisory,
but also “look around” for better alternatives.
A. Participants
Sixteen professional air traffic controllers voluntarily
participated at the Shannon Area Control Centre, Ireland.
Experience ranged from zero to ten years ( x = 2.5 years).
Twelve controllers currently worked en-route and one
controller worked the tower position. Three were students
currently undergoing en-route training.
B. Apparatus
The ATC simulator ran on a portable computer connected
to an external 21” monitor. Participants interacted with the
simulator through an externally connected computer mouse
and keyboard. Aircraft could be controlled in the horizontal
plane through heading and speed commands, or combinations
thereof. The simulator was a Java-based application (using
OpenGL extensions) that allowed participants to control short
traffic scenarios. No wind conditions were taken into account,
all aircraft remained on the same flight level and could not be
changed, and the aircraft velocities (and speed clearances)
were given in knots Indicated Airspeed (IAS). Further, the
aircraft motion was simulated by first order, linear kinematic
equations. To keep traffic scenarios sufficiently short and
interesting, it was decided to run the simulator four-times
faster than real time. Speeding up traffic scenarios in ATC
simulators is a common technique to serve this purpose.
Finally, the aircraft plots on the display were updated every
second to simulate a 1 Hz radar update frequency.
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C. T
Traffic Scenarrios
E
Each
series coonsisted of 16 traffic scenarrios, each baseed on
a sqquared airspacce equal in size
s
(Figure 1). Four basseline
scennarios were eaach rotated in different anggles to create three
t
variaants, resultingg in four scennario groups with
w four scennario
variaants in each group. This reduced poteential confounnding
factoors, and ensuured that inittial complexiity was the same
across scenarios, facilitating comparison between
b
low and
W aimed to make each trraffic
highh complexity conditions. We
scennario repeatabble, yet unreccognisable to participants.. We
mainntained sectorr geometries through scennario rotationns in
whicch the relativve trajectories and closure angles of airrcraft
weree kept constaant, but the entire
e
sector was rotated, and
sectoor entry/exit points
p
renamedd.
To guarantee exact replayys of controlleer solutions, each
T
baseeline scenario featured onlyy one designedd conflict betw
ween
two aircraft. As a result, anyy other confliict occurring in a
scennario was the consequence of controller intervention. The
geom
metry of the designed connflict was onlly varied betw
ween
baseeline scenarios. The conflicct pair was innitially aligneed to
the exit points and thus required
r
no initial contrroller
o
aircraft in the sectorr were considdered
interraction. The other
“noiise” aircraft too distract the controller
c
from
m the conflict pair.
Som
me of the noise aircraft were
w
misaligneed with theirr exit
poinnt and displayyed in grey, whereas alignned noise airrcraft
weree displayed in green suuch that the controller could
c
imm
mediately see which aircrafft had not yeet been cleareed to
theirr exit point.
IIn designing thhe scenarios it
i was very im
mportant that noise
n
aircrraft did not innterfere with the
t designed conflict, suchh that
in thhe conformal experiment the controllerr would havee the
samee set of soolutions as observed
o
durring the preequel
expeeriment. In thhe prequel exxperiment eacch scenario laasted
rougghly two minnutes. In thee conformal experiment each
scennario lasted leess than one minute in orrder to reducee the
likellihood of signnificantly chaanging the traaffic situationn and
thus not being abble to guaranntee automatioon advisories (i.e.
s
the connflict. Furtherr, we
soluttion replays) that would solve
decided to introdduce the autoomation advisory early in each
scennario to preveent participannts from solvving the desiigned
confflict proactivelly.
D. IIndependent Variables
V
T experimenntal design foollowed a withhin-subjects deesign
The
withh two indeependent varriables, degrree of straategic
confformance of the
t resolutionn advisory (coonformal vs. nonconfformal) and traffic complexxity (low vs. high).
h
A confoormal
adviisory was quaalified in term
ms of aircraft choice, clearrance
type (e.g., headingg change onlyy), and clearannce direction (e.g.,
headding change to the left)). A non-coonformal soluution
thereefore always featured a different
d
aircrraft choice annd/or
clearrance type andd direction. Fuurther, non-coonformal soluutions
weree derived froom solutions provided by other controllers.
Com
mplexity was varied
v
througgh means of aircraft
a
count,, and
calibbrated in a serries of test triials. Finally, presentation order
o
of trraffic complexxity and strateegic conformaance was balaanced

betw
ween participaants and trafficc scenarios ussing a Latin Sqquare
desiign.
E. Dependent
D
Vaariables
Dependent
D
v
variables
foccused on accceptance off the
adviisory, the controller’s
c
aagreement with
w
the advvisory
(measured on a zeero to one-hunndred scale), response
r
timee, and
n a zero to onesubjjective worklload ratings (measured on
hund
dred scale). Response time was measured from
pressentation of thhe resolution aadvisory to pressing the ‘acccept’
or ‘rreject’ button.

1
4

3

2

Figurre 1. The ATC sim
mulator showing: 1) the current peerformance scoree, time,
and runs
r
to go, 2) the SSD of the curreently selected airccraft in magenta, 3) the
SSD with an automatted resolution advvisory in an amber colour (suggessting a
d decrease to reesolve a future conflict), and 4)
4 the advisory dialog
speed
wind
dow that the contrrollers could use tto either accept orr reject the advisoory.

F. Experiment
E
Prrocedure
The
T whole expperiment tookk four weeks in
i total. In thee first
weeek, the prequeel experiment was conducteed with the aiim of
captturing controller resolutioons to the designed
d
confflicts.
Folllowing briefinng and consennt procedures,, we conducteed 16
train
ning runs andd 16 measurrement runs. Participants were
giveen two main tasks to be perrformed using
g the SSD, naamely
reso
olving conflictts and clearinng aircraft to their
t
intendedd exit
poin
nts. A continuuously updateed performancce score refleecting
these two task paarameters waas included to
o keep participants
focu
used and mootivated, and more imporrtantly to preevent
scen
nario recogniition and earrly detection of the desiigned
confflict. To warnn the controlllers of short--term conflictts, an
audiitory alert waas triggered aand the aircraaft involved inn the
confflict were dispplayed in red.
In
I the secondd and third weeek, prequel data
d
were anaalysed
and a set of eightt conformal (ii.e., a replay of
o controller’ss own
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T
The
resolutioon advisory consisted
c
of either a heaading
vector, speed vecttor, or combinnation thereof,
f, plotted insidde the
D of that aircraaft. The resoluution advisoryy was accompaanied
SSD
by a beeping souund and the appearance
a
off a dialog winndow
that the controllerr had to use to
t either ‘acceept’ or ‘rejectt’ the
adviisory (see Figure 1). Upon pressing the accept buttonn, the
adviisory would be automatically implementted. Upon presssing
the reject
r
button, the
t advisory was
w discardedd and the contrroller
had to implement his own workkable solutionn using the SSD. A
s
time window
w
was provided to inspect,
i
acceppt, or
15 second
rejecct the advisoryy. After 15 seconds, the advvisory expiredd and
partiicipants had to
t implementt their own workable
w
soluution.
Partiicipants were told that an advisory
a
wouldd always solvve the
confflict, but it would
w
not alw
ways suggest the most opttimal
soluttion. As suchh, participants were encouraaged to find better
b
alterrnatives at thheir own disscretion. Afteer each scennario,
partiicipants were given perform
mance feedbaack in terms of
o an
averrage performannce score. Seccond, participants were askked to
givee ratings onn their expeerienced worrkload and their
agreeement with thhe automation advisory. Aftter the experim
ment,
partiicipants were asked to compplete a questioonnaire contaiining
inforrmation of demographic
d
v
value
and staatements (in fivepoinnt Likert scalle format) quuerying theirr opinions off the
simuulator, the SSD
D interface, annd the automaated advisoriess.
VI.

RESULTS

E
Experimenter
observations and
a an analysis of questionnnaire
data indicated thatt participants did
d not recognnise scenarios,, nor,
moree importantly,, that the autoomated advisoories were, inn half
the cases, replayys of their own
o
prior coonflict resoluttions.
Questionnaire datta showed thaat controllers enjoyed the SSD
f
scenarios very realistic..
tool and simulatorr, but did not find
Advisory Acceeptance and Aggreement withh Resolution
A. A
A
Advisory
C
Cumulative
acccept/reject sccores for strattegic conform
mance
and complexity can be seenn in Figure 2(a). Particippants
acceepted more reesolution adviisories in thee high complexity
scennarios. Analysing strategic conformance,
c
it can be seenn that
partiicipants acceppted more conformal
c
sollutions than nonconfformal solutioons. A 2 x 2 repeated measures
m
ANO
OVA
show
wed a significant main effect for both coomplexity (F(1,15)
= 11.139, p<0.001) and strattegic conform
mance (F(1,155) =

10.6
624, p<0.01) on acceptannce. The intteraction bettween
com
mplexity and sttrategic conformance was not
n significantt.

Figurre 2. Proportionn of advisory accceptances (a) and
a
error bar pllots of
norm
malized agreementt ratings (b), by ccomplexity and sttrategic conformaance.

Participant
P
raatings of aggreement witth the resollution
adviisory revealedd a differencee between bo
oth the compllexity
leveels and strateggic conformannce levels (Fig
gure 2(b)). Thhe 2 x
2 reepeated measuures ANOVA
A revealed thaat both compllexity
(F(1
1,15) = 7.735,, p<0.05) and strategic con
nformance (F((1,15)
= 18
8.095, p<0.01) had a signifficant main efffect on agreeement
ratin
ngs. Agreemennt with resoluution advisoriees varied posittively
with
h increasing coomplexity andd strategic con
nformance.
Agreement rating (z score)

soluttion) and eiight non-connformal (i.e., a replay of
o a
colleeague’s differrent but workkable solutionn) advisories were
creatted for eaach individuual participaant. Finally the
confformance expperiment waas conductedd in week four.
Folloowing a simuulator briefinng the experim
ment started with
eighht training runns, followed by 16 measuurement runs. The
samee scenarios as
a in the preequel were ussed but the order
o
varieed accordingg to a Latinn Square design. Particippants
perfo
formed the saame task as in
i the prequeel experiment, but
weree now assisteed by a decision support system
s
that would
w
oncee in a while provide
p
resoluution advisories by pro-acttively
auto-selecting ann aircraft in conflict.
c
The decision suppport
m.
systeem always preeceded the shoort-term confllict alert system

Conformal

Non-conformal

Figurre 3. Agreemennt with resolutioon advisory ratings (normalisedd), by
comp
plexity and strateggic conformance..

Although
A
a trrend was obseerved in the in
nteraction bettween
com
mplexity and sttrategic confoormance (Figu
ure 3), this waas not
sign
nificant (F(1,15) = 3.186, pp>0.05). This trend
t
suggestss that
non--conformal soolutions tendeed to be less agreed with than
confformal solutioons and that thhis effect wass more pronouunced
undeer low compleexity, perhapss because conttrollers were under
u
less time pressuree and would hhave had morre time to evaaluate
didate solutionns.
cand
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B. Workload and Response Time
The 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA showed that
workload significantly increased with more complex scenarios
(F(1,15) = 179.950, p<0.01). Neither strategic conformance
(F(1,15) = 0.397, p>0.05), nor the interaction between the two
factors was significant (F(1,15) = 0.266, p>0.05). For
response time a main effect was measured by performing a 2 x
2 repeated measures ANOVA, with conformal scenarios
having a significant faster response time (F(1,15) = 9,557,
p<0.01). Although showing a trend, scenario complexity did
not have an effect on response time (F(1,15) = 4.182, p>0.05).
The interaction between complexity and strategic
conformance was also not significant.
VII. DISCUSSION
The main objective of this study was to investigate the
effect of strategic conformance and complexity on controller
performance and acceptance in the context of higher levels of
automation. A significant main effect of strategic conformance
was observed on acceptance, agreement with resolution
advisory, and response time. Conformal resolution advisories
were accepted more often, received higher agreement ratings,
and were acted upon faster than were non-conformal
advisories. Results could, however, not confirm the hypothesis
that conformal advisories reduced participant workload. These
findings suggest that controllers not only discriminate between
resolution advisories, but more importantly, prefer resolution
advisories that match their own way of working in comparison
to advisories generated by their colleagues. The increased
response time measured for non-conformal resolution
advisories may indicate that controllers questioned advisories
before making the decision to either accept or reject, and that it
took longer to conclude that the advisory did not fit with the
controllers’ own solution. Possibly, the longer response time
can also be attributed to the time taken for the controller to
mentally construct their own solution. These results support
further research initiatives into heuristic-based automation.
Similar to strategic conformance, complexity significantly
affected acceptance and agreement with resolution advisory. In
high complexity scenarios, acceptance and agreement with
resolution advisory was higher than in low complexity
scenarios. The lower acceptance and agreement observed in
low complexity scenarios could be explained in that controllers
had more time to question the advisory and consider more
optimal options. With increasing workload there are less
resources and time available to consider options before making
a decision. But these results are also interesting in that they
show that controllers disagree with themselves when
complexity is lower. Overall, participants disagreed with
themselves in close to one quarter of the time. Why would
controllers disagree with themselves to that extent? This might
be evidence of “dispositional” automation bias, a reluctance to
use automation under any circumstance. In this study,
controllers were told that all resolution advisories were
generated by the automation. How would controllers have
reacted if the presumed source was varied between themselves,
colleagues, and automation? It is also possible that controllers

are inconsistent over time. Traditionally and currently, both
machine design and research thereof have assumed that
controllers are homogenous as a group. While neglecting
individual differences perhaps has been sufficient for achieving
the ATM system we have today, the envisioned sophisticated
automation needed for successful human-machine teamwork in
ATC may need to better acknowledge individual differences.
It is interesting to see that response time varied with
strategic conformance but not complexity, and that workload
varied with complexity but not strategic conformance. It could
be argued that workload and response time would somehow be
connected. However, it is important to underline that response
time is applicable to the designed conflict and resolution
advisory only, whereas workload considers the entire scenario.
The specific workload pertaining to the designed conflict and
resolution advisory was not pursued.
The unique experimental design required careful
consideration in designing dynamic traffic scenarios allowing
exploration of strategic conformance. For reasons of
experimental control we sought to limit the number of
scenarios and through variations of scenario rotation angles
increase the measurement span. This experiment showed that
it is possible to create “fake” resolution advisories based on
participant’s own solutions, without participants later
recognising it as their own. It opens up new possibilities in
researching not only strategic conformance, but also other
aspects such as within-participant consistency and reliability
over time.
Previous research exploring the link between automation
design and acceptance, performance and use, has generally
assumed user homogeneity and applied general human social
traits to the automation used in experiments [9][17]. In
contrast, the concept of strategic conformance is subjective
and explicitly linked to an individual’s own behaviour. If
following the notion that the more socially “correct”
automation behaves and communicates, the more positive the
influence will be on human-automation interaction, then
automation capable of strategic conformance should benefit
human-automation interaction even more than automation
merely following a generic social behaviour. But, on the
downside it could potentially mask poor automation. Given
that human-automation teamwork should benefit the ATM
system, the contribution of the “best” decisions will likely
fluctuate between humans and machines. Similarly, [17] noted
that there may be risks associated with manipulating
acceptance without addressing the abilities and reliability of
the automation. The resulting action may not be the best
decision, but chosen simply because the automation is "tuned"
for acceptance. Future research is needed to address the
implications of this potential manipulation of acceptance,
trust, and use of automation.
Acceptance can be studied over a longer time perspective,
focusing on how adoption of the technology can be influenced
by viewing it from a macro-perspective where acceptance is a
process. Conversely, acceptance can be viewed from a micro-
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perspective, analysing how to influence acceptance by looking
into specific instances of decision making. Time is an
important aspect of acceptance and trust. Therefore, time
should be incorporated in models of acceptance. Further,
measures of longitudinal changes on acceptance should ideally
measure acceptance at various cross segments. This is a
weakness in this study, that time, and the longitudinal effects
were not measured. However, we did not aim to measure
adoption as a long-term construct, but the derivative of
acceptance - the acceptance decision taken in a specific
situation. We assume that if we can increase the acceptance of
automation in specific instances, the long-term acceptance (i.e.
stable disposition to accept) increases. Future research should
investigate the long-term effects of conformance on
acceptance, preferably through a longitudinal study in which
acceptance of a specific technology is measured before (i.e.
intent to use), during, and after adoption. A combined
approach of the one used in this study together with IDT
model can be used.

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]
[14]

[15]

VIII. CONCLUSION
These results suggest that strategic conformance is a
potentially important construct underlying automation
acceptance, and that it can benefit both acceptance of
automation, agreement with automation and response time. A
trend toward a strategic conformance and complexity
interaction also suggests that the effect on controller agreement
with automation advisories is more pronounced under low
complexity situations. Though this experiment was considered
an important first step, there are several remaining questions to
be answered, with respect to both the definition of inherent
automation bias, and the nature of such bias as it relates to
presumed source of strategic advice.
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